Hiring → Nurse 1 → Nurse 2 → Nurse 3

Theoretical training on the problem of falls and on the use of the GCT (3 days)

Fine-tuning with the nurses

Data abstraction from 15 medical charts from 13 different GEMUs (charts 1 to 15)

Fine-tuning with the nurses

Data abstraction from 15 additional medical charts from 15 different GEMUs (charts 16 to 30)

Final fine-tuning with the nurses

Start of data collection (934 medical charts in 49 GEMUs)

Nurse 1 → 153 charts
Nurse 2 → 174 charts
Nurse 3 → 163 charts

GEMU #39: 15 charts

GEMU #39: 15 charts
GEMU #44: 15 charts
GEMU #60: 15 charts

Intra- and inter-rater reliability

Mid-point inter-rater reliability

Mid-point intra-rater reliability